AN-4179
High Voltage D2pak Package, PCB Layout Guide

Introduction

The new surface mountable high-voltage HV D2pak offers improved clearance and creepage voltage, versus the standard D2pak, for higher operating voltages, or operation in suboptimal environmental conditions. The innovative package upgrade is cost effective and can often be mounted to an existing PCB layout with little or no PCB modification.

The new HV D2pak improves the performance of the existing D2pak in many applications by overcoming many inherent limitations of the existing package. These limitations include:

- When the operating environment for an electronic component is contaminated with foreign material (dust), or moisture, the standard D2pak clearance and creepage can be insufficient to meet established safety and operating standards. This becomes especially relevant with operating voltages or standards above a few hundred volts.

- Based upon established practices, the pin-to-pin spacing of a standard D2pak is adequate for 800 V, or so. If higher voltages are required, the spacing of the pins must be increased or insulated in some manner. One way to do this is to remove the package center pin. This increases the voltage creepage and voltage clearance of the package and in turn increases the operating voltage of the part both externally and internally.

- The distance from the package pins on the back of the standard D2pak to the metal of the heat tab on the back side of the package limits the creepage voltage. To overcome this, the heat tab is partially covered with plastic on the HV D2pak. This was carefully done so as to not affect the ability to solder the tab in a standard process.

Overview of D2pak Packages

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the standard D2pak and the modified HV D2pak.

Example: PCB Layout Spacing & Clearances

To achieve the high operating voltages made possible by the new HV D2pak, the PCB layout must have the correct spacing and clearances.

The Test Coupon in Figure 3 has several problems that limit the maximum operating voltage to less than the 1500 V rating of the attached BJT (FJBE2150D). To fully realize the potential of the BJT, the PCB must have the following:

- The spacing of the square pins going to the tester must be greater than 96 mils (1500/15.7) measured between the PCB square pin holes. What is shown is too small. The spacing needs to be increased or the traces and thru holes need to be painted with HV Corona Dope on both sides of the PCB to avoid arcing. Small surface arcing on the PCB could potentially damage the part and PCB.

- The center pin on the package layout must be removed from between the emitter and base and placed well to the right or left of the base and emitter pins or on the back of the PCB.
Note:
1. The HV D2pak has no center pin and improved clearances on the back side. The collector of the package is connected to the heat tab internally.

“Creepage & Clearance”

From various sources on the Internet and in the references found in the Reference section of the document, this can be defined as the following.

Creepage Distance: Creepage is the shortest path between two conductive parts on an insulator measured along the surface of the insulator. A proper and adequate creepage distance protects against tracking. Tracking is a process that produces a partially conducting path of localized deterioration on the surface of an insulating material as a result of the electric discharges on or close to an insulation surface. The degree of tracking required depends on two major factors: the comparative tracking index (CTI) of the material and the degree of pollution in the environment. Used for electrical insulating materials, the CTI provides a numerical value of the voltage that will cause failure by tracking during standard testing. IEC 112 [1] provides a fuller explanation of tracking and CTI. Tracking that damages the insulating material normally occurs because of one or more of the following reasons:

- Humidity in the atmosphere.
- Presence of contamination.
- Corrosive chemicals.
- Altitude at which equipment is to be operated.

Clearance Distance: Clearance is the shortest distance between two conductive parts (or between a conductive part and the bonding surface of the equipment) measured through air. Clearance distance helps prevent dielectric breakdown between electrodes caused by the ionization of air. The dielectric breakdown level is further influenced by relative humidity, temperature, and degree of pollution in the environment.

How much spacing is needed in high voltage circuits and setups? The general guideline in common use is to allow 7,500 to 10,000 volts, dc per inch in air; or 7.5 to 10 volts per 0.001 inches. These voltages will typically be lower over the surface of a material due to surface contaminants, moisture and/or the nature of the material.

Working Voltages

Internet and document research defines Working Voltages as follows:

- A working voltage is the highest voltage to which the insulation under consideration is (or can be) subjected to when the equipment is operating at its rated voltage under normal use conditions.

The appropriate creepage and clearance values can be determined from the figures provided in the relevant tables in EN 60950.2 [2]. Values must sometimes be calculated. The following factors must be considered: determination of working voltages, pollution degree of the environment, and the over-voltage category of the equipment's power source.

When measuring working voltages, it is important to measure both peak and root-mean-square (rms) voltages. The peak value is used to determine the clearance, and the rms value is used to calculate creepage.

Requirements for HV Spacing?

There is no absolute limit per-se’ on HV spacing. The electronics industry has used TO-220 packages to 1600 V for many years. Although color TV manufacturers ended up requiring special packages with extended creepage and clearance (TO-3PF, etc.), manufacturers also use painted on insulating materials such as HV Corona Dope to gain added protection. As mentioned, a common rule of thumb in the industry for the TO-220 is to limit it to 800 V. This is considered a good number for reliable operation with reasonable allowances for contamination and moisture.

In order to better understand industry voltage ratings, opto coupler applications were also considered along with TO-
220 spacing. The entire industry sells opto isolators with 5 KV and 320 mil spacing that consistently passes hipot testing and actual use. The opto coupler ratings indicate the voltage withstanding levels that is acceptable in practice on a PCB board while providing a basis for the commonly used 800 volts rating.

1. If 320 mils (0.320 inches) is the spacing for an opto rated at 5 KV peak, then the allowable spacing must be 15.7 V per 1 mil (0.001 inch) (5000/320= 15.7 V) for creepage and clearance.

2. Since a TO-220 has a 0.050 clearance, this equals 785 V (15.7 * 50). This seems to agree with the industry rule of thumb of around 800 volts.

Opto Couplers, are rated for peak, not continuous voltage. They can also be a safety issue if they isolate the power line from the power supply output. The operating environment for an opto must be fairly clean and low in moisture. Given enough contaminants and moisture, it will arc over and may cause damage as well as potentially starting a fire

Conversely, BJTs or FETs seldom provide power-line isolation so safety is less of an issue. Nevertheless, reliability is important, so operating voltages should be kept below 800 V for the TO-220 or D2pak packages unless special care is taken such as potting, or the use of an insulating coating. If higher voltages are needed, the HV D2pak should be used. The HV D2pak is rated for 2500 volts.

### Typical Creepage and Clearance Distances for different Packages Types

The following data is taken from Fairchild and other manufacturer’s package specifications, and actual measurements performed by the author. These clearances and creepage numbers are for general information purposes and to aid comparison between various packages. Some of the information may be redundant.

- 8 pin DIP controller (Fairchild Integrated Green-Mode Controllers): Dip pin-pin spacing ~0.04 inches (1 mm); Across package spacing: 0.340
- TO-220, 3 pin package: pin to pin ~ 0.05"
- D2PAK with center pin: ~ 0.04 clearance, 0.04 creepage distance
- D2PAK with no center pin: ~ 0.2 clearance, 0.2 creepage distance
- DPAK with center pin: ~ 0.056 clearance, 0.056 creepage distance
- DPAK with no center pin: ~ 0.135 clearance, 0.135 creepage distance
- TO3PF with Plastic added for HV: ~ 0.130 clearance, 0.230 creepage distance
- TO246 with Plastic added for HV: ~ 0.130 clearance, 0.250 creepage distance
- 8 Pin DIP Opto: ~ 0.300 clearance, 0.340 creepage distance
- TOP-242 (Drain, startup): 0.070” clearance, 0.070” creepage distance
- STMicro Package: ~ 0.155” clearance, ~0.42” creepage distance (notch in package)
- HV D2pak: ~0.252 inches of creepage and clearance distance

### Notes:

1. The HV D2pak has the center pin removed as well as plastic added to the rear of the package to achieve a creepage and clearance spacing of 0.252 inches (6.40 mm).
2. The maximum voltage spec for the package is 2500 volts to allow for internal clearances and insulation breakdown limitations. If the 15.7 volt per mil rule of thumb was used without regard for internal limitations, or issues such as the environmental cleanliness, the creepage and clearance voltage would be 3956 volts.
HV D2pak PCB Layout

The HV D2pak package can work with existing PCB layouts up to 800 V, or so, without changes. For maximum operating voltages, the layout must be modified as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. As indicated, the modified creepage and clearance is ~ 6.40 mm, or 252 mils. This results in a roughly 3x operating voltage increase to around 2500 volts. Figure 5 shows the increased separation distance between the pin lands and the tab mount. Figure 6 shows the HV D2pak when mounted on the modified PCB layout.

Figure 5. HV D2pak Land Pattern

Figure 6. HV D2pak on PCB

Improving the Layout

Adding a slot in the PCB between the base and emitter pads and the collector pad, as shown in Figure 7, can significantly increase the creepage distance and operating voltage for the PCB and BJT. This can be especially important where surface contamination and/or moisture could be present.

Figure 7. BJT Landing Pattern with Slot (Top View)

HV D2pak Creepage

Apart from removing the center pin, creepage was increased in the HV D2pak by reducing the size of the heat tab (terminal 3, Figure 8) on the back side of the package. The HV D2pak tab was reduced in size compared to the standard D2pak and partially covered with plastic to increase the creepage distance and operating voltage. Refer to ** and *** in Figure 8.

Figure 8. HV D2pak Creepage Detail
HV D2pak PCB Layout vs. STMicro Package

As noted previously, it is important to maintain proper creepage and clearance on a PCB layout to avoid voltage breakdown and potential failure of the application.

Figure 9 compares a HV STM part with the HV D2pak. The STM package is difficult to mount on a PCB while maintaining adequate creepage and clearance performance. The withstanding voltage can be dramatically improved by using specialized lead forming and vertical mounting. Both of these modifications add cost and additional processing steps. Lead-forming introduces the potential for component damage thus reducing reliability. Vertical mounting introduces spacing issues in addition to reducing the amount of vibration the arrangement can withstand. Vertical mounting also requires special provision for any required heat sinking. The HV D2pak requires no special forming or handling, and can be directly mounted on the PCB which can provide heat sinking and overall improved reliability.

General PCB SMPS Layout Guide

High-frequency switching current / voltage make printed circuit board layout a very important design issue. Good PCB layout minimizes excessive EMI, helps the power supply survive during surge/ESD tests, and can improve reliability.

Application Note, AN-400A, located at Fairchildsemi.com provides additional details, when laying out a PCB for switch-mode power supplies.

Guidelines: For better EMI performance and reduced line frequency ripples, the output bridge rectifier should be connected to capacitor C1 first, then to the switching circuits, see Figure 10.

- The high-frequency current loop is in C1 – transformer – MOSFET – Rs – C1. The area enclosed by this current loop should be as small as possible. Keep the traces (especially 4 to 1) short, direct, and wide. High-voltage traces related to the drain of the MOSFET and RCD snubber should be kept far away from the control circuits to prevent unnecessary interference. If a heat-sink is used for the MOSFET, connect this heat-sink to ground.
- As indicated by path 3, the ground of control circuits should be connected first, then other circuitry.
- As indicated by path 2, the area enclosed by transformer auxiliary windings, D1, and C2 should also be kept small. Place C2 close to controller FAN400C for good decoupling.

Two suggestions with different pros and cons for ground connections are recommended.

- GND 3 → 2 → 4 → 1: This arrangement could avoid common impedance interference for the sense signal.
- GND 3 → 2 → 1 → 4: This could be better for ESD tests where the earth ground is not available on the power supply. Regarding the ESD discharge path, the charges go from secondary, through the transformer stray capacitance, to GND2 first. Then the charges go from GND2 to GND 1 and back to the mains. It should be noted that control circuits should not be placed on the discharge path. Single point connection of common mode chokes can decrease high-frequency impedance and increase ESD immunity.
- Should a Y-cap be required between primary and secondary, connect the cap to the positive terminal of C1 (V_{DC}). If this Y-cap is connected to primary GND, it should be connected to the negative terminal of C1 (GND1) directly. Point discharge of this Y-cap also helps for ESD. However, the creepage between these two pointed ends should be at least 5 mm according to safety requirements.
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Related Datasheets

FAN400A - Low-Power Green-Mode PWM Flyback Power Controller without Secondary Feedback
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